ELECTRIFICATION OF FOUR MOUNTAIN DIVISIONS
OF THE C. M. & ST. PAUL RAILWAY.
A. C. IRWIN. C.E.
En~lneer

with C. M. & St. P. Rv.

SOlne fifteen or more years ago, the writer often heard the prediction
that, by the present date, the steam locomotive would be generally
replaced by electric traction on large railway systems. At the same
time, there were those who, having in mind the difficulties to be overcome in the transnlission and utilization of electrical power for long
distance heavy traction, held the opinion that electricity would never
replace the steanl locomotive in such service. As usual, both the
over-enthusiastic and the over-conservative were wrong.
The steam locomotive, wonderfully increased in size, power and
efficiency, is still 'c 1\lonarch of the Rails," and doubtless will contin ue
to be so for many years to come.
On the other hand, it has been adequately proved by experience
that electric traction under favorable conditions of power supply and
transmission may be successfully used to supply the heaviest and DlOSt
exacting demands for motive power. In this connection, we need
only to mention some of the notable electrifications in this country,
leaving out many important ones in Europe.
Practically all important electrifications in this country have taken
place within the last ten years. These include the electrification of
the New York City Terminals, of the New York Central and Pennsylvania railways; the electrification of the Ne"r York City Terminal
and a considerable portion of the main line of the New York, New
Haven and Hartford; the electrification of the Philadelphia suburban zone of the Pennsylvania R. R. for local traffic; the electrification of the Elkhorn Grade in the mountains of southern West Virginia
of the Norfolk and Western R. R. for heavy freight traffic; the entire
electrification of all main line and yards of the Butte, Anaconda, and
Pacific Ry.; and finally the most entensive electrification so far attempted, viz., the mountain division of the C. M. & St. P. Ry. now
in progress, extending from Harlowton; Mont., to Avery, Idaho-a
main line distance of 440 miles.
The Puget Sound Line of the C. M. & St. P. Ry. Systenl extends
from Mabridge, S. D., near the Missouri River to Seattle and Tacoma
on Puget Sound. In this distance it crosses four mountain ranRes,
viz., the Little Belt Mountains, the Bitter Root ~lol1ntains, the Rocky
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FIG. I.-PROFILJt OF THE ELECTRIFIED DIVISION OF THE CHICAGO, MILWAUKRR & ST. PAUL, SHOWING J~OCATION OF 3000-VOJ~T SURSTATTONS
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l\lountains, and the Cascade Mountains. Although the Htle \vas
located and built \vith great care and at unreserved expense, long and
heavy nlountain grades were unavoidable. Referring to the condensed
profile of the line froln Harlowton, Mont., to Avery, Idaho, Fig. I, it
will be seen that, clinlbing the eastern slope of the Continental divide
in the Rocky Mountains there is a c0l11pensated grade of 2 '/r' for a
distance of 28.8 tnBes; and that, on the \Vesterll slope of the Belt
Mountains there is a c0l11pensated grade of 1 'ft) for a distance of 49
miles. In addition to the 1.1eaviest and longest grades, are nlany others
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of importance, and tlUnlerOUS Lunnels-the longest of the latter, \vithin
the zone of electrification, being the St. Paul Pass tunnel in the Bitter
Root ~Iol1ntains, \\'hich is about 8500 feet long. Over these grades
heavy tonnage and transcontinental passenger trains are operated,
requiring the use of very heavy power. Oil burning Mallet locomotives of heavy type are used on tonnage trains, and even on transcontinental passenger trains. It is in order to nlake the operation of
these trains more certain and less expensive that electrification is being
attenlpted.
A comparison of the dimensions, weights and po\ver of the Mallet
and electric lOCOlllotives is shown by Fig. 2. It \vill be seen that,
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although the electric locomotive is lighter than the Mallet locomotive
and tender, the tractive effort of the former is over 10% greater than
the latter. Further advantages of the electric locomotive may be
enumerated as follows :
1st. The wheel load conc~ntrations of the electric are less than those
of the steam locomotive and the weights are spaced over a longer
distance.
2nd. No side rods or reciprocating parts are used on the electric
locomotive, and consequently 110 counterbalancing is used in the
drivers. This removes a fruitful source of damage to track and
bridges due to the centrifugal force of the balance \\'eights in the
drivers of the steam loconlotives.
3rd. The steam loconlotive is subject to certain ills in very cold
weather, concerned with \vater supply and generating steam, which
are absent in the electric.
4th. In long tunnels having considerable ~rade, the smoke, gases
and heat produced by the hard working steam loco1I10tives beconles at
times dangerous, and is at all times very undesirable. This trouble
has brought about the electrification of many of the 10nK tunnels both
in this country and in Europe.
A very interesting feature, aud one which is expected to have a
material effect upon the safety and cost of operation of heavy trains
on the mountain grades, is the braking or holding back power of the
electric locomotive to be used by the St. Paul. Going down the long
grades, the motors will be driven as dynamos, thus absorbiuK some of
the potential energy of the descending train, and delivering it back
to the trolley. This electric or regenerati ve braking ,vill effect a
considerable saving in brake shoes and car wheels, and promote the
safety and speed of handling trains on the do\vn grade. If, in addition, any considerable portion of the" regenerated" current is delivered to the trolley for use by other locomotives 011 the up-grade,
the beauty of the scheme will be almost conlplete.
In general, it is conceded by engineers that single track steam
trunk line electrification is 110t financially feasible, unless a very
liberal and cheap supply of po\ver is at hand. In the case of the St.
Paul's electrification this supply is available in practically unlimited
quantities and at a lo\v cost.
The power used will be generated at Great Falls, Mont., and at
several other points within reach of the Railway-all derived from
water power developments of the Montana Po\ver Co. At Great
Falls, Mont., a huge dam has been built across the Missouri River
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just above the si te of the falls and utilizing the falls as a part of the
head. Three phase alternatinK current will be generated at 60 cycles
and stepped up to 1 10,000 volts ,for transmission over a distance of
100 miles to the nearest point of use by the railway conlpany.
At
various points along the railway, sub-stations are being built for transforming the 110,000 volt current to 2,300 volts, and regenerating it in
motor generator sets to 3000 volts direct current. This voltage will
be used on the overhead trolleys, and is the highest direct current
voltage so far used for a like purpose. A departure from the usual
overhead contact system is also found in the use of two 4/0 trolleys
instead of one. This is done in order to collect the very large current
required by the locomotive and to insure against sparking and a
complete breakdown of the overhead contact system when one trolley

FIG. 3.-TWO MOTORS OF 2,000 K\V. CAPACITY IN PROCHSS OF ERECTION

breaks. A good general idea of the size of the apparatus is furnished
by Fig. 3, which shows the motors of two generator sets in process of
erection. The largest motors are of 2,000 kw. capacity, 2,300 volts,
3 phase, 60 cycles. One set is 27 feet 7 inches long, 9 feet wide, 8
feet high and weighs 132,000 lbs.
The transformers that are used to transform the 110,000 volt current
to 2,300 volts are oil cooling and weigh 28 tons. They require 65 barrels
of oil each.
The overhead contact system is of the catenary suspension type.
The two 4/0 trolleys are clamped by hangers that nlerely form a closed
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loop over the catenary messenger wire, thus allowing the trolleys free
movenlent in a vertical plane.
The transmission line, after reaching the R. O. W. follows it for
the most of the distance, on very high poles on the opposite side of
the track from the telegraph line. While the entire system of transmission of power from the various powerstationsis connected together,.
it is estimated that the maximum distance of high voltage transmission ,,-ill be about 160 miles. Wooden poles of Idaho cedar, verystraight and perfect, are used throughout for transmission, trolley and.
feeder supports.
The sub-stations, housing the transformers and motor generator sets'
are spaced on an average of 33 miles apart, and are very substantial
brick buildings. Attractive bungalows aTe built near each sub-station
building for use by the sub-station attendants.
The cost of the electrification will be approximately $15,000,000.
Summing up the principal points of iuterest of this electrification.
we have:1st. It is the largest main line electrification so far attempted.
2nd. The locomotives are the most powerful ever built for electrical
operation.
3rd. The voltage is the highest direct current voltage ever used for
traction.
4th. The use of two trolleys is unusual.
5th. The regenerating and electric braking features of the locomotive represent the first development of importance of this nature in
direct current traction.
6th. The absence of smoke and cinders will greatly enhance the
pleasure of a trip over the very scenic mountains crossed by the C. M.
& St. P. Ry. transcontinental line.

Again, if a man is to be successful in this world, he must have the
ability to do things. The American nation demands results, and
much will be forgiven him who secures them. A strenuous president
may make enemies by some of the things he does, but the nation at
large ,vill overlook many mistakes if he is one to whom accomplishment has become habit.-Howe.
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